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We are turning handsprings in anticipation of our SCBWI-New Mexico Handsprings Fall Con-
ference which will take place at the beautiful Bosque Retreat Center on Albuquerque’s west side 
on Friday evening and Saturday, November 11 and 12. Friday evening will be a meet and greet 
social with our faculty members: Tracey Adams of Adams Literary; Wendy McClure, Albert 
Whitman editor; Victoria Rock, Chronicle Books editor; and Molly Idle, Caldecott award  
winning author/illustrator.  
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Member News

Notes From Linda

New Mexico-Arizona Book 
Award Finalists
Catalina Claussen, for her book, Diamonds at Dusk 
(Progressive Rising Phoenix Press) and Talia Pura 
for her picture book, Alexia Wants To Fly (Lily Star 
Press), are both finalists for the New Mexico-Arizona 
Book Award. See the entire list here.

The Genie's Gift Re-released
Spellbound River Press is re-releasing Chris Eboch's 
The Genie's Gift on November 4: Can a shy girl 
overcome great dangers to reach the genie who could 
change her life? The Genie’s Gift is a playful action 
fantasy that draws on The Arabian Nights stories.

Saturday is jam packed with beginning and ending keynotes and three break-out sessions. The sessions include Subsidiary 
Rights, Ask the Editor, Dig into Revision, Motion Picture to Picture Book, and more. A silent auction featuring a variety of 
treasures and a bookstore of member/faculty books will offer shopping opportunities. Lunch catered by the Bosque Center 
chef is included in the registration price.The day will close with an autograph party and silent auction pay (cash or check 
only; no credit cards) and pick-up.  
Only a few days remain to sign up for this event. You may do so through the website www.scbwi.org by going to New 
Mexico region Events. You must be logged on as a member in order to get the member price. Registration at the door is 
cash only. 
 
Hope to see you there.

Linda

In celebration of her finalist status, Catalina 
Claussen will be giving a reading at Page One 
Books, located at 5850 Eubank Boulevard, Suite 
B-41, Albuquerque, NM, on November 17th at 
6:30p.m. You are invited to attend. 

Catalina will be also be in attendance 
to the Book Awards on Nov. 18th.

Editors note: Click here to go directly to the registration page

http://www.scbwi.org
https://newmexico.scbwi.org/events/handsprings-2016/
http://nmbookcoop.com/BookAwards/BookAwards.html
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Events and Workshops

Third Saturday Critique Group
Third Saturdays,  Noon to 2:00 p.m.,  

Erna Ferguson Library, 3700 San Mateo NE, Albuquerque

Yarnspinners Meeting
The Santa Fe critique group formerly known as  

“Supportique” is now called “Yarnspinners!”  We still meet 
the second and fourth Wednesday of the month from 2 to 
4 at the Santa Fe University of Art and Design’s Southwest 

Annex, next to the Library.  

Questions? Contact Paige Grant at paigeanna@comcast.net.

Puppet Making by Lisa Honeycutt

SCBWI-NM Illustrator  
Open Studio Sessions

Set aside some time to get some work done and share 
experiences, tips, and techniques with our fellow SCBWI 
members!

Date/ Time:  3:30-5:30 p.m., 1st and 3rd Fridays of each 
month 
Location: The Craft Room — Manzano Mesa Multi gen-
erational Center, 501 Elizabeth St. SE, 87123 Albuquerque 
Cost: Free, but technically everyone should to be members 
of either Manzano Mesa or North Domingo Baca Center. 
The only requirement is that you live in Bernalillo County 
and fill out the paperwork to join: only $13/year

An Open Studio is intended to foster creativity and en-
courage experimentation in an atmosphere of cultural 
exchange, conversation, encouragement, and freedom of 
expression— a space made accessible to everyone, where 
artistic or creative work can be viewed and created collab-
oratively.

Neecy Twinem's My Hike in 
the Forest Coming Next Year
Neecy Twinem's newest book, My Hike in the Forest 
(Muddy Boots, an imprint of Globe Pequot/ Row-
man Littlefield Publishing) will appear next year. 
Neecy wrote, illustrated, and designed the book 
herself. 

Member News

mailto: paigeanna@comcast.net
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Shop Talks

For Writers:
 November 8: No Meeting Sheduled 
 
We are going to Handsprings, instead! 

 December 13: Holiday Party  
 
Bring food and drink to share! 

All shop talks are located at Room 6,  
North Domingo Baca Multi generational Center,  

7521 Carmel Ave NE, Albuquerque, NM 87113

For Illustrators:
November 8: 2016 Recap and 2017 Planning 
  
Let’s get together at the usual time and place and 
talk about how 2016 went for each of us. How was 
the Enchantment Show? How is everyone preparing for 
the Handspring Conference? Did anyone go to a na-
tional Conference? What should we change or keep the same for 2017? As always, bring works-in-progress 
to share and/or group critique.

December 13: Holiday Party

We will be meeting up with the SCBWI NM writers and letting off some steam before the New Year rolls 
around. This will be a potluck event. 

       Escape by Jason Androo Smith
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Illustrators Find Inspiration at the Biopark
On Oct. 8th several of the illustrators met at the Albuquerque Botanical Gardens and Aquarium for a quick drawing trip in 
place of the usual Open Studio. Here are some of their sketches and photos of the trip.  

Photos by Jeanne Bowman 
Sketches by Lois Bradley
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Let us pretend that you are in your 20’s. You have graduated from 
college with a degree in Fine Art that you were pretty sure would 
get you to the top, but so far seems to only be good for impressing 
your friends when you visit the art museum. Online you see many 
of your peers getting publishing deals and working on the most 
amazing projects. After you throw a fit or two (or maybe seven, 
depending on the day,) you sit down and ask yourself the hard 
questions. 

Question 1: “What am I doing with my life?” 

Question 2: “How do I avoid living with my parents while I am in 
my 30’s and still make a living as an artist?” 

So you come up with a solution. You decide to pursue illustration.  
 
Great!  You are now famous and successful.

Or…not.  
 
You must then ask, “how do I become an Illustrator?”  and, “what 
field of illustration should I go into?” After you have filled up a libraries worth of journals asking yourself these same ques-
tions over and over, you finally see a trend. 

The question you should really be asking yourself is, “what is my voice?”  Which is otherwise known as, “what the heck 
should I draw?” 

This is where the research comes into play. You spend more time on the internet, salivating over other artist’s work. You 
create a pinterest board to sort out the images you love the most from the rest of the art crowd and you try to figure out 
why those particular images pluck your heartstrings. You listen to so many podcasts your ears go numb and you read so 
many "how to" books that your eyes begin to bleed.  Time ticks by.  You stumble across an interview with Marshall Aris-
man, the chair of the SVA Illustration program in New York. His words, “Draw what you know,” sings through your nerve 
endings as if you had just been hit by lightning. 

“Well, duh,” you think, up until the moment you sit down to make a list of the things you "know." Your grocery list turns 
out to be longer and more varied. You try to force more subjects onto the list, but you remember all the things you have 
drawn in your life and none of these new subjects have appeared in your sketchbooks, or even your finished paintings. You 
realize you are an empty vessel and have another fit of despair. 

When you finally get over yourself, you realize that the only way to fill up this list is to take the frightening step of leav-
ing your house and learning about what you like and what you don’t firsthand. You hear about a local SCBWI-illustrators 
group and decide to join them for a drawing field trip. Your hand trembles as you “sketch” in your sketchbook and 
you hold it close to your breast, too afraid to show any of the others in case they laugh at you.  

From the Ground Up: Lessons in  
Illustration From an Aspiring Illustrator.  

 Lesson one: What the heck should I draw?

Jeanne Bowman/Newsletter Editor
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Then something magical happens. 

They don’t laugh. They say they are 
having a bad day and can’t draw well, 
but there they are, stroking the pages 
with their lead anyway. You begin 
to notice your surroundings.  You 
note the interesting way the rose at-
taches to its stem. How a bee inside 
of it works to collect his nectar. You 
stare at the people passing by and are 
interested in the shapes their bodies 
make as they experience the world, 
just like you. You feel as if you are 
transported back to childhood and 
suddenly, everything is fascinating. 
Your pencil begins to skate along 
the pages of your sketchbook. It 
burns through them faster than a 
fire through a forest. You glance over 
your sketches as you make them, but 
for once in your life, you do not ache 
with the knowledge of their imper-
fections.  There is life in them, and it 
energizes you. You remember another thing Marshall Aris-
man said in that interview. “Art reminds you of the things 
you already know.”

So what do you know? What is it about this flower that 
caught your attention? Why is it important?  
 

You remember gardening with your mom 
as a child. All the women in your family 
have green thumbs. The smell of the soil as 
they turned it with their hands resides deep 
within you and you recall that on those 
days when the self-doubt has beaten you 
to a pulp, you always find a spot outside. 
You lay your face next to the ground and 
breathe in the scent of the earth. Somehow, 
the strength to continue flows back into 
you. This little pencil sketch of this flower, 
though half scribbled and disproportion-
ate, becomes a symbol for something else 
important in your life. As an illustrator you 
wonder if that could represent something 
similar for a viewer. As James Victore says, 
"In the particular, lies the universal." 

Days later, after the euphoric high of 
discovery has worn off and you are once 
again toiling in front of your easel, the self-
indulgent wallowing makes its return. You 
are stuck on this painting and google image 
search has failed you. In order to distract 

yourself from the agony you flip through your sketchbook.  
There is the reference you need, created by your own hand 
and eye. You remember other details you never jotted 
down as you try to recreate the sketch. It inspires you. You 
improvise. A thrill ricochets through your bone marrow. 
You decide to be daring. You even try a little exaggeration. 
It is finished. You are a little unsure, because it doesn't look 
exactly like the work of those artists you love. You present 
the finished piece anyway and it receives praise from your 
peers.  

You wonder if this is the thing they call your “voice.” The 
decisions you make in a drawing, a painting, or a sketch is 
a marker that points to the things you find to be the most 
important in life and in art. Voice is simply an expression 
of your preferences, habits, and influences. For a long time, 
you may not be able to see it. It requires a body of work 
to appear. It requires time and memory to materialize and 
even then you will lose the thread. There are periods when 
you confuse voice and style. They look like twins and it is 
hard to see past the surface. Style is how something will ap-
pear. Voice is in the choice of your subject matter, the com-
position, and your choice of a style that emphasizes your 
impression of that subject. For instance, if you look at a 
forest and have an overwhelming desire to show every leaf, 
that is voice and point of view. The detail is what is 
important to you. If you are inspired by the shapes 

From the Ground Up
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and gestures of the trunk over the individual leaves, that also 
is  your voice. You see the trees as living figures. Your viewer 
may never know that is what you intend. Allow them to take 
their own meaning from your work, just as you interpret the 
work of your heros. Find inspiration from those artists, then 
look away, back into your own life.     

Your real teacher is experience. There are guides along the 
way like Marshall Arisman and James Victore who can point 
you in a vague direction, but only by relaxing and letting 
your own life unfold, will you finally be able to answer the 
question, “What the heck do I draw?” 

Weber, Sam (Producer). (2013) Your Dreams, My Nightmares: An 
interview with Marshall Arisman [Audio Podcast]. Retrieved from 
Your Dreams My Mightmares Ep 55

Victore, James. (2013) In the particular lies the universal. How to do 
work that matters? [Video Podcast] Retrieved from https://vimeo.
com/59547007

All photos and sketches are by Jeanne Bowman created at the Albu-
querque Biopark

3 Fish by Monica DiBisceglie

From the Ground Up

On Dropping the Completed 
Manuscript

by Cynthia Grady

I scramble to retrieve the pages

swept away by autumn winds,

furious, frantic.

Faster and further they fly,

my arms reaching-- flailing--

(and just noticing 

the rounded cheeks of the clouds),

and I find myself lifting off,

with a rush of white wings, 

flapping and riding the thermals,

like a stack of unpublished poems—

wild, loose, content.

http://yourdreamsmynightmares.com/post/50546979390/your-dreams-my-nightmares-episode-055-an
https://vimeo.com/59547007
https://wimeo.com/59547007
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What does it mean to write what you know? Writing “what 
you know” is a piece of advice that has been passed down for 
generations.  It sounds easy, doesn't it?  Writing about what 
you know is logical. You can write with comfort about a sub-
ject or experience that is close to your heart.  

When we look at many classic books, they contain autobio-
graphical elements that are undeniable.  John Knowles used his 
experiences at Exeter Academy in New Hampshire to write the 
classic, A Separate Peace.  Could he have written a compelling 
narrative without attending this elite school?  Most likely not; 
the book rings true to the prep school experience shortly after 
World War II.  It would be difficult for someone to simulate 
the experience of this culture without firsthand experience.  

But should you limit yourself to your life experiences?  Writing 
what you know implies that you can't step outside your experi-
ence.  When you write for children, you are writing for people 
who were born 10 to 70 years after yourself.  You come from 
a different generation, and this impacts your life experiences.  
Even a ten year age difference can affect how you experience 
different life stages, including childhood.  

So, how can you write what you know when you write for 
children?  Your life experiences are a great starting point.  We were all twelve years old at one point, and most of us 
struggled to survive both the cafeteria and those infamous middle school dances. Some experiences are universal, and 
change very little across time.  For instance, a child boarding a school bus today carries a cell phone and plays video 
games, but she still has to avoid bullies and paper airplanes.

It’s important to keep in mind the social, technological, and historical changes since when you were a kid.  For in-
stance, gender stereotypes have fallen by the wayside; these days it is very common to see doctors and nurses of both 
genders.  If your story is filled with female nurses and male doctors, it will date you to a previous generation.

Sometimes language can date a piece as well.  The other night I was watching Nancy Grace on TV, when a story about 
a coed came on.  This piece was about a young woman who was referred to as a coed; the term "coed" is never used as a 
noun to describe a male student,who is simply referred to as a student.  The label dated the news story immediately.  A 
news reporter who refers to women as "the other" on a college campus rather than the majority is difficult to follow in 
2016.  

As you write what you know, be sure to update your story and test it with today’s kids.  It’s not the worst idea to form a 
focus group to test your product out before you send it to a publishing company.  You want your story to ring true, and 
that means it has to be written to a child and not just about a child.  You can write what you know, but you also want to 
be open to new ideas and inspiration, to stories that never would have been told years ago when you were a child.  

Write What You Know
By Suzanna E. Henshon, Ph.D.

               Tank by Jason Androo Smith
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The only fellow SCBWI member at the Women Writing the West Conference that I recognized was Betsy James. 
You might have been there too but I didn’t recognize you. The annual conference was held in my hometown of 
Santa Fe this year which made it easy. 

Yet it’s tempting to join an organization which has been in existence for 20 years and boasts several hundred 
members. Out of the 200 or so attendees there were women writing mysteries, genre Westerns (more on that), 
self-help, memoir, a variety of books for young people -- the quality was high and diversity impressive.

 As a writer, I learned about podcasting (including the use for something known as a "dead kitten"); how to get 
the attention of librarians; how not to sabotage my creative self 100 different ways; visual mapping to foster great-
er creativity, and what is a genre Western. In case you also don’t know, genre Westerns take place before 1920 in 
the West for an adult audience and some editors are only seeking female protagonists — pioneer women, Native 
American women, ranchers, anyone in medical profession.

In the panel about children’s book that Betsy James participated in, one of the topics was being sensitive and 
respectful when writing about other ethnic groups. All the panelists had something to say and so did I. In fact I 
would have liked this topic to be treated in greater depth — because this is a tough and persistent issue, especial-
ly when you live in a multi-ethnic area like northern New Mexico. But what region nowadays isn’t multi-ethnic?

Amid this wealth of creativity and intelligence, however,what most impressed me? What made me think: That's 
what I've gotta do before I attend another conference? The HAIRCUTS…there were several strikingly attractive 
women present with very cool haircuts. And I thought, wow — that’s what I need to have done before I attend 
another conference. 

Women Writing the West 
Rosemary Zibart

Fort Worth Reaction by Neecy Twinem

The dust in our veins

Touched by hope and acceptance

Liquifies and flows.

Inspiration
By Lois Bradley 
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Poetry Lane 

This Story
This story has absorbed my sweat and tears,

crawling out of shadows and emerging

on my computer screen.

This story is a rising wave,

crashing in my imagination,

holding a universe in each heartbeat.

This story grows from the kernel of an idea

into a magnificent structure, 

holding characters with lives of their own.

This story will travel a thousand miles

into the heart of a young reader,

into the future of childhood.

Crayons
A waxy-smelling container of crayons

scribbles lining the sides

rusted with age

a treasure of the past

placed gently on the highest shelf of the closet.

Crayon, crayons

and more crayons . . . 

melted beneath the suns of past Augusts

torn and faded paper around their middles

some are naked

but expose themselves with dignity

the only remains of years of service

to chubby, impatient,

sweating hands

of children who searched desperately for perfection

in their short careers as artists.

Crayons, crayons . . . 

and where did all the hands go

that used to use them?

Writing
When you start

it's all about opening your heart

to the world,

watching ideas explode

onto the page. 

So hit the computer screen

and discover the story

you were born to write!

By Suzanna E. Henshon
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10. To learn something new. 

Even if you’ve attended many conferences, you can always 
learn at least one new thing every time. That’s one more 
thing more than you started the day with!

9. To mix and mingle with kindred spirits.

It’s exhilarating to be surrounded by people who are inter-
ested in and doing the same thing you are. The opportu-
nity to talk shop, ask questions, or find out about writing 
and illustrating places you among your professional peers.

8. To meet new people and get to know (or know bet-
ter) other SCBWI members.

You are surrounded by lots of people you don’t know 
and need to meet. You have a perfect means for getting 
to know acquaintances from SCBWI better and find out 
about their writing and illustrating.

7. To buy great new books

Authors from the area who had books come out recently 
will be there selling their books. Use this chance to see 
firsthand what’s selling and future award winners! Get 
yours early.

Ten Reasons Why I Should Attend the 
Conference

Shirley Duke

6. To improve your writing/illustrating skills.

 Using what you’ve learned at conferences will improve 
on your professional skills. It may be as simple as how to 
format a submission or as general as learning about genres, 
but it all adds up to make you better at your craft.

5. To get out of the house and have a nice lunch, plus 
snacks.

The food is great! Plus they sometimes have snacks.

4. To do something special for you and your interests.

Attending a conference removes you from your daily rou-
tine and allows you to focus on you and your writing and 
illustrating for at least one day. It feels good.

3. To visit with editors and art directors face to face.

Coming face to face with editors gives you an edge. Putting 
a face on a name, even briefly, keeps you fresh in the edi-
tor’s mind. You have a minute or two to show your profes-
sionalism and talk intelligently with someone who might 
help your career.

2. To find out what editors really are looking for.

Editors are looking to find the next new author. At most 
conferences, editors have specific things they are looking 
for and will tell you. Often, they tell what they don’t want, 
too. You’ll know immediately if your manuscript is right for 
their publishing house.

1. To have the opportunity to submit to specific editors 
at the publishing houses they represent. 

Most editors and agents accept submissions from confer-
ence attendees, even if their publishing house is closed to 
unsolicited submissions. Use this opportunity to break out 
of the slush pile. Many writers and illustrators met their 
editors or agents through conference contacts.

Shaaaaaark by Jason Androo Smith
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Opening her eyes, Dorothy discovered this wasn’t a rejection note.  Instead, there was a thin envelope, with a return ad-
dress from a publishing company resting in the mailbox.

"What is this?" Dorothy asked, opening the envelope.

"Your book is going to be published,” Glinda the Good said, 
suddenly appearing with a puff of pink smoke.

"How does that work?" Dorothy asked.

"We'll have to find out,” Glinda said. “What is the title?”

“My Trip to Oz,” Dorothy said proudly.  “It looks like I need 
to find the yellow brick road to publication.”

“I would head that way,” Glinda said, pointing off in the 
distance.

Several minutes later, Dorothy ran into a tall man holding a 
portfolio. He was dripping straw.

"Hi, I'm Dorothy."

"I'm Sam Scarecrow. I'm an illustrator."

"What do you draw?" Dorothy asked.

"I can't remember exactly. You see, I don't have a brain."

"Well, I'm not sure what's going on either," Dorothy said. "Maybe you can illustrate my book.  I’ve just received a contract.”

“You have indeed,” Sam Scarecrow said.  “I’d love to draw some pictures for it.”

Just then Dorothy sighed, “Oh, it doesn’t look like I get to choose the illustrator.  According to this contract, the publisher 
does.”

“That’s too bad,” the scarecrow said. 

“It breaks my heart that my book was turned down!” screeched the Tin Man, holding an ax to his rejection letter.  “And 
they send the entire book back in awful condition! See, there are coffee rims on every page.” 

“Why was it turned down?” Dorothy asked.

“There’s no explanation.  Unless you want to read this form letter,” the Tin Man said.  “I thought I was finally going to get 
published.  They say my manuscript doesn’t have a heart.”

“If it makes you feel any better, I don’t have a brain,” Sam Scarecrow said.  “And my illustrations were declined by Oz Pub-
lishing.”

“This is so sad,” Dorothy said.  “It’s too bad those awful editors don’t think about it from our point-of-view.”

Dorothy Gets a Book Contract
By Suzanna E. Henshon, Ph.D.

Comeuppance by Neecy Twinem
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“Awful?  Did someone say I was awful?” a tall witch with a green face asked.

“Of course not,” Dorothy said.  “I just said it is awful to get rejected.”

“It feels even worse to have a house land on your head,” the witch said. “That is what happened to my sister.  You don’t 
know anything about that, do you?”

“I don’t think,” Dorothy hesitated.  She had, after all, seen a pair 
of legs beneath the house.  But it could have just been a writer 
whose work had been turned down. The witch vanished at that 
moment, leaving a trail of black smoke behind her.

A gentleman in a yellow suit (or was it fur?) came striding out 
of the forest. “I don't know what to do. I don't have any cour-
age! How can I get published, if I don’t have courage?"

"That is difficult," Glinda the Good said, suddenly reappear-
ing. "But you must try anyway. You must write the very best 
manuscript you can."

"I'm looking for the yellow brick road to publication," Doro-
thy said. "I have a contract, but I’m not sure what comes next. 
Which way should I go?"

"It is not an easy path," Glinda said.

"So how do I get there?" Dorothy asked.

"Just tell me where it is, and I'll use my GPS," Sam Scarecrow 
said.

"The road begins over there - " Glinda pointed with her wand. 
“But before you start, watch out for the Wicked Witch of Rejec-
tions!”

“Oh, dear, I think we’ve already run into her,” Dorothy said.  
“She wasn’t very friendly.”

“She sent me a very nasty note,” the Tin Man said.  

“I suppose she could have been irritated at your bad grammar,” Dorothy said, “or she might have been a little upset that my 
house squashed her sister.”

Dorothy clacked her heels together, and noticed she was wearing beautiful ruby slippers.  She kept her head up, and imag-
ined My Trip to Oz going to press in a few months.  “I just need to find the yellow brick road, and everything will turn out 
happily ever after.”

 Dorothy grabbed the hand of the Tin Man and the Scarecrow. The Lion followed, holding his manuscript and wiping tears 
away from his eyes. "There's nothing like getting published. .  . there’s nothing like getting published. .  . there’s nothing like 
getting published.”

 

The End

Dorothy Gets a Book Contract

Pasedena Reaction by Neecy Twinem
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An Interview with Julie Berry  

Straight from the Source:

Interview by Caroline Starr Rose

Julie Berry is the author of the acclaimed young adult novel The Passion of Dolssa, the award-winning, All the Truth That's in Me 
(2013, Viking) and The Scandalous Sisterhood of Prickwillow Place (2014, Roaring Brook), and six other critically acclaimed titles 
for young readers. She grew up in western New York and holds a BS from Rensselaer in communication and an MFA from Vermont 
College in writing for children and young adults. Before becoming an author, she worked in software sales and marketing. She now 
lives in southern California with her husband and four sons. Find her online at www.julieberrybooks.com, or on Twitter.

What typically comes first for you: a character? An era? A story idea? How do you 
proceed from there? 
For The Passion of Dolssa, both character and era came first, or rather, both found me 
independently. For a long time I’d been fascinated by the brave young women mystics 
of the Middle Ages. I had wanted to explore them more in some kind of project. Quite 
separately, I thought it would be fun to write a main character who was a matchmaker. 
In yet another corner of my brain, an idea rolled around about a group of three sisters, 
witches in a very small sense of the word, running a tavern (although young). In another 
disconnected vein of my life, I was taking a history of the Middle Ages course, where I 
learned for the first time about the violent history of anti-heresy warfare and inquisition 
in southern France in the 13th Century. Then one day I had a sort of eureka moment 
where all of these separate strands braided themselves together as one story idea. And I 
was off and running. 
 

How do you conduct your research? 
Muddlingly. I try to immerse myself as much as I can in books about, and written during, that time period. One of the 
most important things, I find, is determining which are the most credible, current, trusted academics whose books 
will best help you unravel the complex past. History (the study of the past, as opposed to the past itself) is anything 
but monolithic and unanimous. Our study and understanding of our past is constantly changing. So I think it’s vital to 
be a critical consumer of historical sources, and pay close attention to choosing well whom to trust. Once I know what 
I’m looking for, it’s often a hunt to acquire rare or out-of-print titles that I need. I try to read as much as I can that 
was written during that time period, also, so I can hear the voices and language of the time (filtered through the lens 
of who’s doing the writing – too often it’s only the elite and the empowered). I generally need to read my important 
sources twice. 
In addition to lots of reading, I spend a lot of time with maps and museum resources, trying to see as much as possible 
what the world I envision actually looked like. I look for music historians who can help me hear their nearly lost tunes, 
and for historically based cookbooks so I know what ingredients they had and how they cooked. I’m chasing down all 
sorts of things like when would the sun have set at that latitude at this date, and what did they eat/wear/shoot/burn/

www.julieberrybooks.com
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drive/marry, etc.. Best of all, whenever possible, I try to go to the location where my story takes place. I need to absorb 
the sense of place as much as my senses allow me to. 

You do have a specific system for collecting data?  
I fear I don’t have a specific system for anything in my life. “Dive in and muck around” is pretty much my approach.

At what point do you feel comfortable beginning to draft? How does your research continue once you begin writing? 
I usually write in tandem with the research. I’m quite comfortable making changes later as I need to. But I think get-
ting to know a character and getting to know her world can happen in tandem, so long as you’re willing to make painful 
changes if needed. For example, if you reach a point where you realize that your character has attitudes or opinions she 
couldn’t possibly have had at that place and time, you have to be willing to perform radical character surgery. But that 
said, I find that I can hum along on both tracks. Writing a rough first draft as I research helps me focus my inquiries onto 
things I actually need to know. 
 
What is your favorite thing about research? 
Oh, I could just stay right in the research rabbit-hole and never come out. I love, love, love the learning. At first, all the 
strange names and places are generally bewildering. Most complex historical texts will introduce you to a long list of 
players in the drama of the past, and it’s a lot to keep track of. In my last book, just about every man, no lie, was named 
Raimon. “Everyone’s Named Raymond,” basically. So the magic, for me, is when I’ve studied enough and taken enough 
notes to reach the point where it’s all clicking. I remember who’s who and where’s where and why it all matters. When I 
can coherently explain it to someone else in detail, then I know I’m ready to make a good story with it. It feels terrific to 
reach the peak of that mountain. 
 
What are some obstacles writing historical fiction brings? 
The pill that was hardest for me to swallow, but most necessary, is accepting that fact that no matter how hard I work to 
be accurate, I can’t ever be fully accurate in my depiction of the past. This is because, no matter how I try to understand 
their world, their beliefs, their cultural context, I can’t stop myself from being someone who looks at it from the anach-
ronistic perspective of their future. I am looking back. I know how their story ends. And I’m a child of a different planet, 
so to speak. The past is a country I’ve never visited, nor can I. Even the most devotedly researched book remains a work 
of artifice, of pretend, of illusion. So, in a sense, the hardest part of this job is that you 
know from the get-go that you’ll fail. Art comes into play as you accept those limita-
tions and reach toward the ideal of truth, beautifully if possible, anyway.

What’s one of the most interesting things you’ve learned while researching? 
Stuff that’s generally unprintable. ;)

Why is historical fiction important? 
I’m not sure how many people would ever decide to study the past, preserve it for fu-
ture generations, and distill what it has to teach us, if they didn’t learn to care about it, 
somewhere along the line. I think historical fiction, especially the highest quality his-
torical fiction for young readers, helps link young minds to the past through the caring 
they come to feel for real and fictitious characters, now dead. The hallmark of good 
fiction is how it tells the truth and enables empathy. By pointing that understanding 
and caring toward the past, we help young people – not just the future historians, but 
future thinkers of every kind – see themselves as heirs of a tremendous legacy and 
the forebears of a hopeful future. In other words, as a part of, but not the center of, 
humanity.

Straight from the Source is an ongoing series of interviews 
with authors of historical fiction. See more at  

www.carolinestarrrose.com

www.carolinestarrrose.com
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The Book Shelf

Connie Griffin/Bookworks Children’s Book Specialist

Ideas and problems...two elements of stories and pretty much what we all deal with every day. Author Kobi Yamada 
has chosen the picture book format to ask two questions in two separate books. What Do You Do With an Idea? and 
What Do You Do with a Problem? Artist Mae Besom has taken these concepts and danced through them creating 
strong visual images that invite reflection and interpretation. A quote from Louisa May Alcott "I am not afraid of 
storms for I am learning how to sail my ship," is apropos to each book. They are good questions to ponder as one sets 
sail into future projects or just the next day of daily decisions.

Both books cradle wisdom and gentleness, that people of all ages need. Therefore, I have an idea. There is no problem 
in proudly displaying them on your coffee table, or office desk. Definitely attend your next brainstorming session 
with other folks with them in hand. Bundle them off with your high school graduates as they go on to further educa-
tion and jobs, with your college grads too. By the way, don't forget wedding presents, newlyweds will thank you on 
their first anniversary. They are also lovely places for children to ponder ideas and problems.

There is something exquisite about opening a book and being 
charmed by its ability to speak to many people and to each 
particular reader. Picture books are letters to the world that 
travel on wings of art to people of many ages.

We can never really out grow picture books if we keep 
looking inside them and our hearts and allowing ourselves 
memories and moments of emotions. Unwrapping a present 
and finding a book never grows old if given with love.

Connie Griffin 
Children's Book Specialist 
Bookworks 
4022 Rio Grande Blvd. NW 
ABQ. NM 87107 
kids@bkwrks.com

Ageless picture books for those setting sail

Dearly Beloved by Megan Hellwig

mailto: kids@bkwrks.com
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Diversity in Children’s Literature
Chris Eboch/Shop Talk Coordinator  

We live in a world of many races, cultures, and religions. Children’s literature should reflect that diversity, but white, Chris-
tian characters and culture dominate. One recent study found that of children’s books with human characters, only about 
10% featured nonwhite characters. Yet more than 37% of the US population is nonwhite, and that percentage is growing. 
(In these figures, Hispanic/Latino people and characters are counted as nonwhite.)

Many publishers want books that show diversity, and they hope their offerings will reach a general audience. They want 
characters from a variety of cultures, and stories where race is not necessarily important to the plot: school stories, fantasy, 
science fiction, and more, where some characters simply happen to show our world’s vast diversity.

Alvina Ling, VP and editor-in-chief at Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, says, “There were few depictions of contem-
porary Asian Americans in the books I read growing up, and I really hungered for them. I also think that it’s helpful for 
children (and adults) to read books that feature characters of many different backgrounds – this helps foster communica-
tion and acceptance between different cultural groups.”

Some authors may wonder if they have the “right” to write about other cultures, or fear being accused of appropriating 
another culture’s voice. Yet most editors feel an author’s background is a distant second to writing skill. “I’m always look-
ing for authors of color, because we need diverse voices,” Ling says. “However, I’m open to books written by authors of any 

color for multicultural subjects.”

Other Diversity 

Race, culture, and religion are only a small part of diversity. 
Writer and blogger Lee Wind says, “Whether you’re writ-
ing picture books to be read to the littlest kids or novels for 
teens to read themselves, it’s important to remember that 
not all boys grow up to fall in love with girls – some boys 
will grow up to fall in love with other boys! Same for girls. 
Same for their parents. And teachers. And coaches. It’s easy 
to get caught up in thinking that including sexual orienta-
tion means we have to write about sex, but even in the classic 
children’s stories, consider how many happily ever afters 
reinforce the idea that every girl wants and ‘should’ end up 
with a prince.” 

He notes, “Sometimes writers shy away from including LGBTQAI+ diversity due to fear that it might make it harder to get 
that first book published, harder to make their dream come true. On the contrary, many agents and editors have shared 
that including these diverse characters can make a submitted work stand out for them! It still needs to be a compelling 
story told from the heart with finesse, but in today’s publishing landscape, including diversity of love and diversity of gen-
der can actually help you get published.”  

River by Monica DiBisceglie
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Physical and Mental Conditions

Diversity involves many aspects of biology and culture. 
People of all ages have a variety of physical and men-
tal abilities/illnesses. One young reader could be going 
through cancer treatment. Another may be blind or deaf. 
One might be on the autism spectrum or have just received 
a diagnosis of ADHD. Some children need to use wheel-
chairs. Some suffer from depression or an anxiety disorder.

Other young readers have family members with special 
needs, physical challenges, or mental illnesses. These kids 
may have responsibilities the average young person doesn’t 
have because of unusual family demands. Finally, some 
children suffer from physical, mental, or sexual abuse, 
which can also contribute to mental health conditions such 
as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Kids whose 
lives have not been affected in any of these ways still benefit 
from knowing about these situations. It helps them un-
derstand and empathize with their classmates, and it helps 
prepare them for challenges they could face in the future. 

Jim Tritten, a writer and a volunteer for the National Alli-
ance on Mental Illness, says, “You can’t just pretend that all 
kids grow up in a normal, functional household. If a kid is 
having an issue at home, and he’s reading a book dealing 
with that issue, the subtle message should be, number one, 
you’re not alone, and number two, you need to tell some-
one about it.” Books can offer comfort and even encourage 
young people to seek help. 

Putting It All Together

If you are going to write diverse characters, perhaps you’ll 
draw on your own experiences. Remember to try to cap-
ture the child or teen’s view, rather than writing from an 
adult outside viewpoint, either looking back at your child-
hood or analyzing your own children. 

If you don’t have personal experience, devote time to 
research and interviews, and perhaps have an expert check 
over your manuscript. Even if you do have personal experi-
ence, you still might want to do additional research. There 
is no single experience with race, culture, gender identity, 
physical ability, or mental illness. Researching a condition 
or interviewing people with a certain background can help 
you create an accurate, well-rounded portrayal. 

Strong stories today help reflect our diverse world, so con-
sider whether some diversity would be realistic and appeal-
ing. The story has to be appropriate for the audience age, 
and it should be a great story, but within those parameters, 
anything and everything can work.

Frogs by Monica DiBisceglie

Stories should attract those of the same background as the 
characters, but they need to draw a general audience as 
well. Caroline Starr Rose says of May B., featuring a main 
character with dyslexia, “I’ve come to the conclusion I am 
qualified to tell May’s story because it is one of identity and 
self-worth — something all of us must face at some point, 
something that becomes very real to young people as they 
become aware of their place in this world.”

The more diversity our short stories, novels, and nonfic-
tion show, the better we’ll reflect real life – and help young 
people develop compassion and understanding.

Resources for Diversity:

The Children’s Book Council CBC Diversity shares news 
encouraging diversity of race, gender, geographical region, 
sexual orientation, and class. 
Cynthia Leitich Smith’s Exploring Diversity page has links 
to book lists about many religions and races, and relevant 
interviews:  
Multiculturalism Rocks! is a blog celebrating multicultural-
ism in children’s literature, with many useful links. 
We Need Diverse Books promotes changes in the publish-
ing industry to produce literature that reflects all young 
people. 
Disability in Kidlit examines the portrayal of disability in 
MG and YA literature. 
Author Lee Wind’s blog lists books with gay teen characters 
or themes, interviews with agents seeking diverse stories, 
videos on gender identity, and more. 
41 Transgender-friendly Books for Young Kids. 
SCBWI has grants to promote diversity in children’s books.

Chris Eboch is the author of 40+ books for children. This article is 
a condensed excerpt from her book You Can Write for Children: 
How to Write Great Stories, Articles, and Books for Kids 
and Teenagers.

Diversity in Childrens Literature
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Suzanna E. Henshon, Ph.D.

A Good Editor is Hard to Find

Have you ever taken an editor for granted?  Chances are if you have sought out professional assistance, you have worked 
with an editor at some point.  Maybe you were frustrated at some of the requested changes; maybe you were delighted that 
someone was there to help you improve your work.  But the truth is, we all take editors for granted sometimes; we forget 
that editors work long hours to improve simple errors.

 These days, we often think that with self-publishing going strong and with publishing houses in decline, editors would 
no longer be needed.  But this is not the case.  More than ever before, we are seeing why a good editor is absolutely neces-
sary.  With the gatekeepers no longer as critical as they once were, a good editor is hard to find - and absolutely essential.  
Whether you are working with a traditional publisher or striking out on your own, you need an editor!

 So, why do you need an editor?  Here are some reasons.

 Editors serve as second-readers on books.  Do you feel like your book is perfect?  That you can’t change a single sentence?  
Yes, we love what we write, but sometimes we need a good reality check.  There’s nothing like an editor to give us a realistic 
sense of what works in the story – and what doesn’t.  Just like a patient would visit a second doctor for another opinion, an 
editor is there to give you second opinion on your manuscript.

Editors catch mistakes at different levels.  When you are writing a story, you often fall in love with your prose; you spend a 
lot of time coming up with the right adjective to describe a setting, or you figure out wonderful ways to convey a character’s 
emotions.  You may just be spending so much time on the micro-details, that you don’t see the big mistakes.  That’s where 
an editor comes in; she can help you see what works on different levels in the story – from the spelling mistakes to the logi-
cal mistakes in characters’ actions.

Editors improve manuscripts.  While it can be difficult to receive corrections, editors do a wonderful job at improving 
manuscripts.  They can improve it in a myriad of ways – from knowing when a character’s voice is too old for an audience, 
to understanding how to market your work to the general public.  Editors have seen publishing from different perspectives, 
and they have a good sense of what will sell – and what doesn’t.  

 Editors can help you market a story. Not only do editors have a good sense of what people are buying, they can help you 
market your story.  Whether you are selling your work to a publishing house or directly to a reader on Kindle, you need to 
know how to write a compelling synopsis, good chapter headings, and how to present your book.  Editors have intuitive 
abilities in all these areas – and you will see immediate improvements in how your work is received and read.

 Editors find fatal mistakes before you hit the press.  Have you ever started reading a book – and then been surprised to 
find a mistake? Whether this mistake is a mathematical calculation of a character’s age or a typographical error, it takes 
your attention away from the story.  Pretty soon you are just reading and expecting more mistakes – and the writer quickly 
loses credibility.  So that’s where an editor comes in; she can help you find those mistakes before someone else does.  She 
can help you correct those mistakes before you lose credibility with your readers.

 A good editor will go out of her way to help you improve your manuscript. You both have the same goal – a better story, 
book, or article. Whether you are working on a self-published book or with a traditional publishing house, you will see 
great improvements with the help of an editor. While it may seem like editors are a thing of the past, in this self-publishing 
age editors are more critical than ever before.  You only have one chance to make a good first impression on the reader; 
start with a good editor who will help you bring your best book to market!
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Informational/educational:

gurneyjourney.blogspot.com James Gurney author of Dinoto-
pia, Color and Light a Guide for the Realist Painter and Imagina-
tive Realism How to Paint What Doesn't Exist. I learned most 
of what I know about painting from these books, and I am still 
learning from them. 

proko.com In depth youtube videos about human anatomy. 
There is a free version and a premium version for under $200 
that goes very in depth. Uses the constructive anatomy method 
and is also very humerus (get it?) 

svslearn.com is a subscription based online school with classes 
by Jake Parker and Will Terry. See both of their youtube channels for more advice on the business of illustrating, both for 
kidlit and for other markets. 

schoolism.com Bobby Chiu is a visual development artist and a great teacher. His online school, schoolism, is now sub-
scription based and features many incredible teachers with classes on a variety of illustration related subjects. 

motivarti.org Is an online tutoring/mentoring resource. It is spendy, but you get a lot of one on one time with profession-
als in particular art related industries. 

tutormill.com Like motovarti, but the last time I checked the price for classes is a little cheaper. You get to choose your 
instructor and meet with them online. 

artcamp.com If you can't go to art school, this may be a good starting place for you. Noah Bradley is the instructor

ctrlpaint.com You will learn how to paint digitally for FREE. 

dearartdirector.tumblr.com/ask From Lauren Panepinto, an art director from orbit books, comes this wonderful tool for 
illustrators. Ask an anonymous Art Director whatever questions you have. 

For Pep-Talks and Existential Crises:

youtube.com/user/JamesVictore James Victore is a graphic designer with a very helpful youtube video series called Burn-
ing Questions. You can write your most heartfelt questions about being a creative and he talks you through your pain. 

makeitthentelleverybody.com From cartoonist and educator Dan Berry comes interviews with many comic book and kid 
lit artists. 

chrisoatley.com Chris Oatley, the Oatley Academy, Paper Wings Podcast, and Stories Unbound are all great resources to 
becoming a creative professional. 

creativepeptalk.com My favorite industry related podcast brought to you by Andy J. Miller who is know for his Indie Rock 
Coloring Book which we could argue started this whole coloring book phase. 

See other links to resources at the NMSCBWI Illustrators facebook group here

Internet resources 
for illustrators 

Collected by Jeanne Bowman

Bobby and Friend by Lois Bradley 

www.gurneyjourney.blogspot.com
www.proko.com
www.svslearn.com
www.schoolism.com
www.motivarti.org
www.tutormill.org
www.artcamp.com
www.ctrlpaint.com
www.dearartdirector.tumblr/ask
www.youtube.com/user/JamesVictore
www.makeitthentelleverybody.com
www.chrisoatley.com
www.creativepeptalk.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/481933698660858/?ref=bookmarks
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Volunteers: 
REGIONAL ADVISOR 

Linda Tripp 
newmexico@scbwi.org

ASSISTANT REGIONAL ADVISOR 
Michele Hathaway Tuton 

newmexico-ara@scbwi.org

ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR  
Melinda Beavers 

newmexico-ic@scbwi.org

ELERTS 
Sharon Sivinski 

scbwi.nm.elerts@gmail.com

SHOP TALK COORDINATOR (ABQ) 
Chris Eboch 

chriseboch@gmail.com

NEWSLETTER EDITOR    
Jeanne Bowman  

scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com

SANTA FE SUPPORTIQUE 
Paige Grant, Facilitator 

paigeanna@comcast.net

Submit to the Newsletter! 

Thank you for your Submissions! 

Editors note:  While all the information in our newsletter is accurate to the best of our knowledge, always double-check!   
SCBWI New Mexico cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.  We are always interested in upcoming info, news from 
members, articles, anything that space (and good taste) permits.  Feel free to email information or comments to Jeanne Bowman at  

scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com. 

Please send any articles, news, and artwork to:  
scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com 

For ease of editing, please submit within the following 
guidelines: 

Writing: 
•Please submit documents within a word processor docu-
ment: MS Word, Pages, or similar as an attachment with 
your email.  
•Please do not include large articles as the text of an email 
as they are difficult to grab, copy and paste.  
(Your newsletter editor isn’t that technically proficient yet.)  
•Please limit articles to 1,000 words, or roughly 3 pages of 
text.  
•File names should follow this format: First_Lastname_Ti-
tleofarticle_monthyeardate (ex: Jeanne_Bowman_AStory-
IWrote_0416)

Art: 
•Please submit your artwork as a 72 dpi JPG image no 
larger than 8.5X11in.  
•Please crop images so there aren’t any  borders. 
•File names should follow this format: First_Lastname_Ti-
tleofartwork_monthyear 

mailto: scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com
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